Date : July 26, 2018

To : Certification Bodies (CBs)
    OASIS Sector Representatives

Subject : OASIS Change related to:
          a) Replacement of EN91XX:2016 series of standards with EN91XX:2018 series of standards
          b) Added Warning in the Bring Data Forward (BDF) screens

*Replacement of EN91XX:2016 Series of Standards with EN91XX:2018 Series of Standards*

OASIS has been updated to reflect the recent revision change occurred in Europe for the 91XX Series of Standards.

On May 30th, 2018, the European Committee for Standardization (CEN) has released the European Norm (EN) versions of the 9100/9110/9120 Aerospace Quality Management System standards and the 9101 AQMS Audit Requirements standard with updated revision dates to reflect the 2018 publications.

The released standards include:

- EN 9100:2018
- EN 9110:2018
- EN 9120:2018
- EN 9101:2018

The standards are technically equivalent and supersede the previously published 2016 provisional European norm (prEN) standards.

*Added Warning in the Bring Data Forward (BDF) screens*

This functionality has been developed to help Certification Bodies select the correct certificate data to bring forward when setting up a new audit for an existing published certificate. The new functionality provides information and a warning in the Bring Data Forward (BDF) screens during the Audit Entry Setup of Surveillance, Recertification, Special (including Transfer) audits as follows:

1) Instructions and Warnings to help correctly identify and select the correct published certificate and associated data to be used for the new audit entry setup

2) Warning the user if they have selected a certificate which has audits that are work in progress and have not yet been published for any of the sites associated with the certificate.
It is strongly recommended that the Additional Guidance that appears on the screen is followed because moving forward with incorrectly selected certificate data that has been brought forward into the new audit may result in the audit not being able to be published.

In case of questions, please contact the IAQG support function at: IAQGsupport@sae.org or your OASIS Sector Representative:

OASIS Sector Representative:

Americas – Becky Lemon rebecca.lemon@sae.org
Asia/Pacific – Takayoshi Maehata takayoshi.maehata@sjac.or.jp
Europe – Ian Folland icf@iseesols.com

Sincerely,

The IAQG Database Team